Stone Farm Timeline

1868- Harrison Valentine purchased 320 acres, including Stone Farm.

1870- Valentine's widow sold property to John Morrison.

1872- Morrison obtained a $4,900 loan, probably for construction of the house. Estimated date of construction is 1872, making this one of the oldest extant farm complexes in the Hall School District.

1879- The property was purchased by Alexander Frazier.

1890- The property was purchased by William Hill Company.


1965- The property was purchased by Lester and Arleth Stone.

1984- Stone Farm was purchased by the City of Santa Rosa.

1988- The Cultural Heritage Board registered Stone Farm, aka Miller Ranch, as a historic landmark.

1989- The City of Santa Rosa applied for a grant under Proposition 70 but did not receive funding.

2005- The Laguna de Santa Rosa Foundation leased the 4 acres surrounding the historic buildings and is developing plans for their rehabilitation, as well as a new environmental education center.